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	Title: Oh Snap!
	School: Rocky Ford Jr/Sr Highschool, Rocky Ford
	Sponsor: Julie McClure
	Abstract: This project is called Oh Snap! It is testing the strength of an orthodontic rubber band from force one unused to force two unused. It is seeing how strong the rubber bands are before they are in your mouth and then at the end of the day. The procedure used to complete this project first you have to know someone or have orthodontic rubber bands. You will have to be able to wear them on a daily basis to get bands worn for 0 hours, 12 hours, and 24 hours to test. Then use a force transducer to break the rubber bands in order to be able to collect data. After the data is collected you will safely dispose of the rubber band in a trash can. When the testing is done you will find that the force two unused are actually weaker but are a thicker type of rubber band. The force ones since they stretch so much they are stronger but don't maintain about the same strength the whole time. 
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